iQ 30 Cart

™

Sync, charge,
store, secure
and transport
up to 30 iPad®,
iPad Air™ or
iPad mini™
devices.

Efficient syncing means more time to teach and learn.

Efficient charging makes for a more productive iPad.

Using iTunes or Apple Configurator on your Mac, the

With 2.1 amp power at each port, the iQ 30 Cart is capable

iQ 30 Cart can sync up to 30 iPad devices simultaneously.

of charging up to 30 iPad devices simultaneously.

Go mobile! The iQ 30 Cart is designed to be mobile,

Style meets functionality for better work flow. The

so you can create an instant learning environment in

iQ 30 Cart features a sliding top lid so that devices can be

almost any location.

accessed faster, easier and by more users at once.

Extremely portable. The iQ 30 Cart is equipped

Secure! After a day of use, lock the sliding top lid and

with six removable 5-slot Baskets by LocknCharge. This

attach an optional heavy duty anchor kit for securing the

makes iPad, iPad Air or iPad mini deployments easier.

Cart while it’s not in use.

Lifetime warranty. LocknCharge products are built

Lightning™ to USB Cables. Equipped with 30x MFI

to last.

approved POWER READY™ illuminating smart cables.
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It just makes life easier.
Designed to go where others can’t. Stairs, rough
terrain or want to split your set of iPad devices? It’s
now easier with 5-slot Baskets by LocknCharge.
Baskets by LocknCharge are designed to make
deployments of iPad devices faster and safer, so
that Teachers and IT Administrator can focus on
creating an engaging learning environment.
• Durable and lightweight construction
• Compatible with any iPad device with or
without cases
Modular and mobile. With the ability to
remove the iQ 16 Sync Charge Boxes from the
iQ 30 Cart, syncing and charging can occur
almost anywhere, independently of the Cart.
Cable management that is neat and easy to set up. The iQ 30 Cart
features a center channel system which holds all the cables in place.
POWER READYTM Lightning to USB cables illuminate when connected to a power source.
This allows Teachers and IT Administrators to see and ensure that the devices are charging.
Secure syncing or charging! Two external USB host ports, so you can sync your devices while being secured in the Cart.
Intelligent power management system. The iQ 16 Sync Charge Box automatically stages the availability of power to each
port. This function prevents the potential of overloading the circuit and protects your iPad devices.
Specifications:
Manufacturer Part Number: LNC7300-A
Apple Part Number: HGRW2LL/A
MSRP: $2,999
inches: 31.27(L) x 27.17(W) x 32.30(H)
mm: 794(L) x 690(W) x 820(H)
weight: 182 lbs | 82.5 kg
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Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad and MacBook are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Lightning, iPad Air and iPad mini are trademarks of Apple Inc. 1 The time taken to sync all
devices will depend on the amount of content to be transferred and the number of devices connected. Contact us for more details. 2 Visit www.lockncharge.com for details.

